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Abstract— Numerous companies worldwide make their 
decisions related to software projects/products in a value neutral 
way, using only earned value systems, which represent short-term 
goals. Better decisions can be made using a value-based approach, 
achieving cost-effective results and reliable construction and 
maintenance of products. However, moving from a value-neutral 
to a value-based paradigm can be a challenge. We provide tool-
support, which was co-created in collaboration with three 
software companies, to ease the paradigm shift. Our tool supports 
both individual and group-based decisions using several 
visualization mechanisms. Despite the co-creation process 
employed while developing the value tool, there are specific issues 
relating to its usability that must also be assessed in order to 
reduce any possible drawbacks for its adoption by industry. This 
paper details three usability studies that were carried out to assess 
the value tool’s usability. The results also suggest that the tool is 
ready to be taken into use in the industry. 

Keywords—Value-based decision making; Value-based software 
engineering; tool; usability 

I. INTRODUCTION

The software advent and its adoption in industry 
dramatically changed the way companies do business nowadays 
bringing new possibilities and better management. As a side 
effect, companies depend on multiple software solutions from 
operational level to strategic level in order to survive and to 
remain competitive. A business is a living organism, changing 
and evolving constantly, hungry for new technologies and 
software solutions, directly impacting upon the software 
industry, which in turn, works on its full potential to feed these 
businesses’ needs [9]. 

As a result of the dynamic reality of enterprise businesses, 
many software projects are developed under time pressure 
dealing with limited budget and stakeholder conflicts. Decisions 
relating to the selection and prioritization of 
features/requirements/technologies are largely done using cost 
as the primary driver in a value neutral setting [1]. For most of 
the software companies the cost represents their reality and 
dictates what needs to be completed/delivered to achieve their 
goals. In a domain plagued by uncertainty, cost estimation is 
judged as a safer parameter upon which to base decisions [13]. 
This occurs because cost is a tangible and numerical measure, 
which can be employed to support decisions, via, for example, 
the comparison between available budget and the 

implementation costs of a set of features. In addition, it also 
differs from other less tangible factors, such as customer 
satisfaction or innovativeness, which are more subjective and 
difficult to measure, however play a very important role in 
decision-making. Overlooking such factors means ignoring long 
term value aspects that could enable better decisions to be taken, 
and in many cases even saving software projects from failure 
[1]. Many companies ignore those value aspects in their 
decision-making, and those that already use such aspects, do not 
use them in a systematic way [1]. 

The paradigm shift from a value-neutral decision-making to 
a value-based decision-making represents a challenge for 
software companies, because it involves consolidating views of 
value considerations by different stakeholders, modelling and 
quantification of uncertainty and utilizing decision-making 
models towards knowledge creation [2]. 

To ease such paradigm shift, we have developed a tool to 
support value-based decision-making within the context of 
product management, where products can either be themselves 
software, or use software intensive systems. This tool was co-
created with three companies through an iterative process, using 
design-science research method, involving the elicitation of tool 
requirements, tool implementation and tool assessment. The 
design-science research addresses important unsolved problems 
in unique or innovative ways, and is suitable for the value tool 
development because it differentiates from a routine design, 
addressing a unsolved problem in Information Systems [3]. This 
process of co-creation was fundamental so to understand the 
companies’ current value-based decision-making processes, and 
to offer a solution that would match as closely as possible their 
existing process. Further, such solution is in itself a contribution 
to the body of knowledge in value-based software engineering 
[1]. 

The expected benefits of the proposed value tool are many-
fold: (1) representation of value considerations by different 
stakeholders; (2) explicit representation of value; (3) support for 
decision-making meetings; (4) individual assessment of 
stakeholders’ decisions that can be done synchronously during a 
meeting or asynchronously before the decision-making meeting 
actually starts; (5) a rich dashboard with consolidated data from 
all stakeholders’ assessments that can be used to compare, 
discuss and support group decisions; (6) means to record 
stakeholders’ decisions and document past decisions; (7) 
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promote transparency on decisions; (8) promote organizational 
learning. 

The value tool is the outcome of the design-science research, 
i.e., a purposeful IT artifact created to address value-based-
decision making in software-intensive industry. The usability 
assessment of the value tool is part of the design-science 
research cycle. Although the value tool has been co-created and 
informally evaluated with three companies, there is also the need 
to formally assess the value tool’s usability, so to minimize any 
possible barriers to its full adoption in industry. Therefore, we 
have conducted three usability case studies to assess and 
improve the value tool’s usability. The first case study was a 
pilot run with six doctoral students in order to test and calibrate 
our usability measurement instruments and process. The second 
study was conducted with 27 graduate students as end-users. 
The third study was conducted with seven usability experts. 

The research goal of this work is to formally evaluate the 
value tool in respect to its usability and detail these case studies, 
identifying its weaknesses in an early stage to improve the 
artifact design. 

The remaining the paper is structured as follows: Section II 
we describe the value tool itself, its functionalities, the scenarios 
of use, the terminology and the value-based decision-making 
process supported by the tool. In Section III we present the 
research methods as well as the materials we used in the case 
studies. In Section IV we present and discuss the results. Finally, 
in Section V we present the conclusions and future works. 

II. BACKGROUND 
The solution we provide is a Web-based tool to be used by 

the key stakeholders participating in decision-making meetings 
relating to managing products, where products are either 
software or use software intensive systems. Because this tool 
(see Fig. 1) can be used in many different decision-making 
scenarios we adopted the terms deliverable to describe a 
product, a project, a release or a service, and decision item to 
describe a feature, a requirement, a use case, a bug, an idea or 
anything a decision is targeted at. For example, a deliverable can 
be a software product, and the decision items can be possible 
features to add into the product’s next release. The explicit 
knowledge from stakeholders about what they understand as 
value is represented in the value tool via a set of company-
specific value factors. The identification of value factors is an 
important step prior to using the value tool, and such 
identification can be achieved via qualitative as well as 
quantitative methods (e.g. questionnaires, interviews). Finally, 
each value factor is associated with a measure, which identifies 
how decision items will be assessed against each value factor. 
For example, assuming a decision item to be ‘Feature A’, and a 
value factor to be ‘Customer Satisfaction’, and measured using 
positive/neutral/negative impact. This means that when 
stakeholders are deciding upon each Feature, they will assess the 
impact (measure) that the implementation of the feature 
(decision item) will have upon Customer Satisfaction (value 
factor). This process is also illustrated in Fig 1.  

At the top level, we have a repository of deliverables and 
each deliverable has a set of stakeholders and decision items. 
One of the stakeholders is the deliverable’s manager and is 

responsible for setting up in the tool the data needed for the 
decision-making meetings (e.g. loading the information about 
each feature to be discussed, assigning stakeholders to a 

decision-making meeting). The value tool organizes all the 
decision-making activities into meetings, i.e., decisions are 
stored per meetings. This means that a given deliverable may 
have several meetings associated with it. Each of the meeting is 
composed by stakeholders, decision items, and value factors & 
measures. During a meeting, stakeholders follow three 
sequential steps: 

1. Individual assessment (evaluation): The attending 
stakeholders input their individual assessment for each 
of the decision items being discussed in the meeting. 
The assessment is done using the value factors and the 
associated measures. In this step stakeholders can also 
input the rationale of their assessment. 

2. Group assessment (dashboard): After the individual 
assessment a rich dashboard (Fig. 2) is constructed 
aggregating all the stakeholders’ assessments. It 
provides means to visualize all the stakeholders’ 
opinions, compare views from different groups of 
stakeholders (e.g. Sales opinion against Technical 
option), compare the impact of the value factors, 
compose scenarios of decision items (e.g. a subset of 
five features with the best impact on the revenue growth 
against the five features with the best impact on the 
customer satisfaction). The dashboard is useful to guide 
group discussions as the value tool can identify 
conflicting views (e.g. a group of stakeholders assessed 
a given feature with an overall positive impact on the 
revenue growth at the same time other group assessed 

 

Fig. 1 - Value-based decision-making through the VALUE tool 



with an overall negative impact), saving time going 
straight to the decision items that deserve more 
attention. In the data visualization illustrated by Fig. 2, 
the bar chart in the left shows the aggregated 
assessments of a given feature regarding to all the value 
factors used during the meeting. The radar chart in the 
right shows the same data but aggregated by the group 
of value factors (e.g. Customer group, aggregating 
Customer Satisfaction, Customer Retention and 
Customer’s Perspective). The heat map chart in the 
background shows the value factors that contributed to 
the most for the positive, neutral and negative impacts 
of a given feature. 

3. Record decisions (final decision): The final step of a 
decision-making meeting is documenting the group’s 
decision, which can be the prioritization or selection of 
the decision items discussed. All past decisions are 
stored in the tool, and can be used to support future 
decisions, and to go over past decisions too. 

 
Fig. 2 - Decision support through data visualization 

The development of the value tool started with a simple 
prototype representing our views of what would be a software 
solution to tackle the challenges of a value-based approach on 
decision-making. Once this prototype was completed, there 
were a series of meetings with the one of the industrial partners, 
later followed by other meetings with the two remaining 
industry partners. The focus of each meeting was to demonstrate 
the tool, and obtain feedback on additional functionality needed, 
usability improvements, and changes to existing functionality. 
In total, 16 meetings took place, adding to a total of 44 person-
hours. All participants were experienced product owners or 
managers, and experienced project managers. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
The ISO Standard 9241 defines usability as “The 

effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified 
users achieve specified goals in particular environments” [4]. 
The perceived usability of a software system has a significant 
impact on its reputation and customer satisfaction [5]. A study 
carried out in the domain of Web retailers demonstrated the 
general usability of a Web site plays an important role in the 
establishment of trust between the vendor and the customer [6]. 
In order to assess the usability of the value tool, easing its 
adoption by our business partners, three usability studies were 

carried out aiming at measuring its effectiveness, efficiency and 
user satisfaction.  

Three usability case studies with 40 participants in total were 
carried out. The first study was a pilot study to assess the 
suitability of the instruments and mockup-example, in addition 
to making finer adjustments to the actual study’s execution & 
process. The feedback from the pilot study was used to improve 
the instruments and mock-up example, which were later used in 
another two usability case studies. For the remainder of the 
paper the pilot study will be referenced as Study A, the second 
case study as Study B, and the third case study as Study C. 

All the material used during the conduction of the case 
studies are available on http://valueproject.fi/usability/. Please 
refer to this link in case you want to see in great detail the 
contents of the questionnaires presented below. 

A. Questionnaires 
A pre-task and post-task questionnaires were prepared for 

the case study. In the pre-task questionnaire, we collected 
demographic data from the participants. They were asked to 
inform their age, gender, years of experience of software 
development in academia and industry, prior knowledge about 
Web development, usability and value-based decision making. 
The experience with software development was particularly 
important for us since all the subjects came from the academia 
and we wanted to analyze the data from those who had 
experience in industry separately, as their profile would closer 
to the end-users of the value tool. 

The post-task questionnaire comprised questions related to 
the effectiveness and efficiency of completing the tasks that 
participants were asked to do during the case study. These tasks 
were related to the three most important functionalities of the 
tool, that is: the evaluation screen, the dashboard and the final 
decision screen. We also used a System Usability Scale (SUS) 
[7] to measure the level of usability of the tool. Even tough it is 
self-defined as a “quick and dirty” method, it is still nowadays 
the most used post-task questionnaire in usability studies, 
appearing in approximately 43% of them [8]. In the post-task 
questionnaire, the participants could also leave comments 
regarding the tasks and general comments about their experience 
with the tool. 

The SUS contains 10 questions using a 5 points Likert scale 
(1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, 
5 = Strongly Agree) related to the usability and learnability of a 
software system, the original questions are presented below:  

• I think that I would like to use this system frequently. 
• I found the system unnecessarily complex. 
• I thought the system was easy to use. 
• I think that I would need the support of a technical 

person to be able to use this system. 
• I found the various functions in this system were well 

integrated. 
• I thought there was too much inconsistency in this 

system. 
• I would imagine that most people would learn to use this 

system very quickly. 



• I found the system very cumbersome to use. 
• I felt very confident using the system. 
• I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going 

with this system. 
The questionnaire was adapted as suggested by [10] and 

[11], but instead of changing the word “cumbersome” to 
“awkward”, we preferred to replace it for “problematic” and 
every occurrence of the word “system” was replaced by “tool”.  

B. Subjects 
Regarding Study A, six Software Engineering Ph.D. 

students agreed to participate in the case study. Two are female. 
Their mean age was 33 years old with a Standard Deviation 
(SD) of 4.39. Table I shows participants’ experience with 
software development. Most of the participants had more than 
5 years of academic experience with software development and 
between 3 to 5 years of professional experience. Table II 
presents participants’ prior knowledge on Web development, 
usability and value-based decision-making. The participants 
could select more than one option in the questionnaire, so the 
sum of each column can be greater than 6 (100%). Most of the 
participants had prior knowledge about software development 
acquired through academic/professional experience, some 
usability knowledge acquired through reading and attending to 
seminars related to usability inspection and none knowledge 
about value-based decision-making. 

TABLE I.  STUDY A - PARTICIPANTS EXPERIENCE WTH SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT 

 
Experience with Software Development 

Academic Experience Professional Experience 
None 1 1 
Less than 1 year 0 1 
Between 1-3 years 0 1 
Between 3-5 years 2 2 
More than 5 years 3 1 

TABLE II.  STUDY A - PARTICIPANTS PRIOR KNOWLEDGE 

 
Prior Knowledge 

Web 
development Usability Value-based 

Decision-making 
None 1 1 4 
Some knowledge 
acquired through 
reading/seminars 

0 4 1 

Academic experience 4 2 1 
Industrial experience 4 1 0 
 

In relation to Study B, 27 graduate students attending the 
course Software Engineering Research participated in the case 
study. Note that this study was carried out as part of some 
additional lectures, and therefore students’ attendance was an 
expectation. Six participants are female. Their mean age was 
26.65 years old (SD = 6.43). The mean age was calculated based 
on the information provided by 26 participants, as one left it 
missing. Most of the participants had between 1 to 5 years of 
experience with software development in academia and none or 
less than 1 year of experience in industry (see Table III). 
Regarding to the participants’ prior knowledge on Web 

development, usability and value-based decision-making (Table 
IV), most of the participants had knowledge about Web 
development acquired through reading or attending to seminars, 
academic experience with usability and none or some 
knowledge about value-based decision making acquired through 
reading or attending seminars. 

TABLE III.  STUDY B - PARTICIPANTS EXPERIENCE WTH SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT 

 
Experience with Software Development 

Academic Experience Professional Experience 
None 2 14 
Less than 1 year 5 6 
Between 1-3 years 8 3 
Between 3-5 years 8 0 
More than 5 years 4 4 

TABLE IV.  STUDY B - PARTICIPANTS PRIOR KNOWLEDGE 

 
Prior Knowledge 

Web 
development Usability Value-based 

Decision-making 
None 4 2 12 
Some knowledge 
acquired through 
reading/seminars 

12 12 12 

Academic experience 9 14 1 
Industrial experience 9 3 3 
 

Study C was carried out within the context of a Usability 
Course. Seven students, who are already knowledgeable on 
usability, participated in the study. Note that participation in the 
study was compulsory for these students, as this was part of their 
coursework. One participant is female, and participants’ mean 
age was 26.14 years old (SD = 5.75). Most of the participants’ 
experience with software development came from the academia 
background (see Table V). Most of them had prior knowledge 
about web development. All of the participants had practical 
experience with usability inspection in academia or industry, 
and some knowledge about value-based decision making 
acquired through reading or attending to seminars. 

TABLE V.  STUDY C PARTICIPANTS EXPERIENCE WTH SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT 

 
Experience with Software Development 

Academic Experience Professional Experience 
None 0 3 
Less than 1 year 2 3 
Between 1-3 years 3 1 
Between 3-5 years 1 0 
More than 5 years 1 0 

TABLE VI.  STUDY C PARTICIPANTS PRIOR KNOWLEDGE 

 
Prior Knowledge 

Web 
development Usability Value-based 

Decision-making 
None 1 0 2 
Some knowledge 
acquired through 
reading/seminars 

3 3 4 

Academic experience 4 5 1 
Industrial experience 0 2 0 



C. Procedure 
In order to make the process of using the tool more 

comfortable for the participants, we elaborated a mock-up 
scenario where all the participants would play the role of a 
stakeholder of a software product called MusicFone – a music 
playing application for mobile phone [14]. The description of 
the scenario contained details about the application and context 
information such as release date, development schedule and 
team size. It also had a list of 11 features, where the participants 
would use the value tool to select four of them for the next 
release, using the following value factors: Customer 
Satisfaction, Delivery Time, Market Competitiveness and 
Revenue Growth. We also provided a description of each value 
factor and discussed about them during the case study, to make 
sure the participants would have a similar understanding of 
what each of the value factors was about. 

Further, participants were also given a document containing 
tasks that they were supposed to do when using the tool. This 
document also contained practical instructions such as the 
tool’s URL and a username and password to access the tool. 
The tasks were divided into two blocks: individual tasks and 
group tasks. The individual tasks asked the participants to open 
the MusicFone product in the tool, access the ongoing decision-
making meeting and input their individual assessments using 
the Evaluation screen and to also add at least two rationales for 
their evaluations. During the group tasks, the participants were 
asked to use the Dashboard to analyze the aggregated data and 
discuss about the features to decide upon the 4 most valuable 
features to be implemented in the next release of the MusicFone 
product. After reaching a consensus, participants would access 
the Final Decision screen to record the meeting’s decision. 
Participants were also asked to create a report containing the 
graphs that they believe contributed the most towards helping 
them decide upon the four top features to select. 

TABLE VII.  STEPS EXECUTED DUING THE CASE STUDIES 

Step Activity Time 
(mins) 

1 Provide print-out and give an overview of activity 15 

2 Distribution, answering and gathering of pre-
questionnaire 10 

3 Distribution of MusicFone’s and value factors 
descriptions plus reading time 15 

4 Answering any doubts on features’ and/or value 
factors’ descriptions 5  

5 Distribution and execution of individual tasks 20  

6 Tell participants to familiarize themselves with the 
data visualizations provided in the dashboard 10 

7 Each group manager leads discussion on group 
tasks 30 

8 Distribution, answering and gathering of post-
questionnaire 10 

 
The individual tasks and group tasks were synchronized 

during the case study. All the participants had to finish the 
individual tasks before moving to the group tasks. In Studies A 
and C we used only one group where one of the participants 
would play the role of the meeting manager and the rest would 
play the role of a regular stakeholder. For Study B, as the 

number of participants was higher, participants were divided 
into groups of 2-3 persons each. The meeting manager was 
selected randomly among the participants, and their task scripts 
had additional tasks so to gather all the stakeholders together 
and guide the discussion using the dashboard. 

All the steps we executed during the case study are 
presented in Table VII, and an estimated time for each of the 
activities was validated during the Pilot study. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Study A 
The ten questions from the SUS Questionnaire were 

answered by the participants using a 5 points Likert Scale. To 
avoid biased answers, questions 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 are reverse-
scored, i.e., the median closer to 1 the better.  Table VIII 
presents the results from the SUS Questionnaire, showing a 
high level of agreement among the participants that the tool is 
consistent (item 6, median = 1), easy to use (item 3, median = 
4), well integrated (item 5, median = 4), quick learnability (item 
7, median = 4) and felt confident using the tool (item 9, median 
= 4). Results also suggest that participants stayed neutral to 
answering if they would like to use the tool frequently (item 1, 
median = 3) or not. A possible explanation could be 
participants’ lack of experience with value-based decision-
making (see Table II) and also a lack of industrial background. 
Most of the participants chose ‘neutral’ to the question “I 
needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this 
tool” (item 10, median = 3). Given that they were exposed to 
just one part of the tool’s functionality, they might have felt 
unsure as to what to answer, and thus settled for ‘neutral’. 

TABLE VIII.  STUDY A - SUS QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

ID Items Median 

1 I think that I would like to use this tool frequently 3 

2 I found the tool unnecessarily complex (reverse 
score) 2 

3 I thought the tool was easy to use 4 

4 I think that I would need the support of a technical 
person to be able to use this tool (reverse score) 2 

5 I found the various functions in this tool were well 
integrated 4 

6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this 
tool (reverse score) 1 

7 I would imagine that most people would learn to 
use this tool very quickly 4 

8 I found the tool very problematic to use (reverse 
score) 2 

9 I felt very confident using the tool 4 

10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get 
going with this tool (reverse score) 3 

 
In addition to the SUS Questionnaire, participants were 

supposed to answer questions related to tasks’ ease of 
completing and amount of time for tasks representing 
important functionalities of the value tool, i.e., the evaluation 
screen, dashboard and final decision screen. Results (see Table 
IX) suggest that participants were satisfied with the ease of 
completing and the amount of time it took for the tasks related 



to the Evaluate screen (median = 4). On the other hand, 
participants stayed neutral (median = 3) regarding the 
Dashboard and the Final Decision screen tasks. 

 

TABLE IX.  STUDY A - ASSESSMENT OF INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP TASKS 

Items Median 
I was satisfied with the ease of completing this task using 
the VALUE Tool Evaluate screen. 4 

I was satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete 
the task using the Evaluate screen. 4 

I was satisfied with the ease of completing this task using 
the Dashboard screen. 3 

I was satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete 
the task using the Dashboard screen. 3 

I was satisfied with the ease of completing this task using 
the Final Decision screen. 3 

I was satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete 
the task using the Final Decision screen. 3 

 

B. Study B 
Table X presents the aggregated data from all the 27 

subjects for the SUS Questionnaire. In this case study the 
number of participants was higher and some of them also had 
industrial experience with software development (note that 
their overall median values are presented separately). The 
question with the best result was item 4 (median = 1). The item 
8 (median = 1), suggests that the tool was found easy to use and 
participants felt that they would not need technical support to 
be able to use the tool. Further, item 1, “I think that I would like 
to use this tool frequently”, had a good result (median = 4). It 
differentiates from the Study A because in the Study B 59.2% 
(16 out of 27) of the participants had some knowledge about 
value-based decision-making and 48.1% (13 out of 27) of the 
participants had previous experience in industry. 

TABLE X.  STUDY B - SUS QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

# Items 
Median (no 
industrial 

experience) 

Median 
(industrial 
experience) 

1 I think that I would like to use this 
tool frequently 3.5 4 

2 I found the tool unnecessarily 
complex 2 2 

3 I thought the tool was easy to use 4 4 

4 
I think that I would need the support 
of a technical person to be able to 
use this tool 

2 1 

5 I found the various functions in this 
tool were well integrated 4 4 

6 I thought there was too much 
inconsistency in this tool 2 2 

7 
I would imagine that most people 
would learn to use this tool very 
quickly 

4 4 

8 I found the tool very problematic to 
use 1 1 

9 I felt very confident using the tool 4 4 

10 
I needed to learn a lot of things 
before I could get going with this 
tool 

2 1 

The tool’s perceived level of usability did not change much 
when comparing both groups. Table XI presents the results 
related to the individual and group tasks. The overall result was 
good, with the least median of 4, suggesting that the majority 
of the participants was satisfied with both the ease of 
completing and the amount of time that took to complete each 
of the tasks using the value tool. The amount of time regarding 
the ‘Evaluate screen’ received a median of 5, which is a good 
indicator that the tool did not require much time of the 
participants to input their evaluations. 

TABLE XI.  STUDY B - ASSESSMENT OF INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP TASKS 

Items Median 
I was satisfied with the ease of completing this task using the 
VALUE Tool Evaluate screen. 4 

I was satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete 
the task using the Evaluate screen. 5 

I was satisfied with the ease of completing this task using the 
Dashboard screen. 4 

I was satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete 
the task using the Dashboard screen. 4 

I was satisfied with the ease of completing this task using the 
Final Decision screen. 4 

I was satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete 
the task using the Final Decision screen. 4 

 
Also important to note that the questions were related with 

the tasks that participants were asked to perform, as per the 
Tasks Script document. The results presented in the Table XI 
suggests that the main functionalities of the tool can be used 
with little effort and without spending too much time.  

The analysis of 1188 database records of the features’ 
assessment using the Evaluation screen provided the data used 
to calculate the average time to assess a feature. The average 
time represents the interval between each evaluation done in the 
tool by a given participant, during the Evaluation phase 
(individual assessment). A single evaluation in the tool means: 
for a given decision item (e.g. a feature), assess the impact (e.g. 
positive, neutral or negative) of the implementation of this 
feature based on a value factor (e.g. customer satisfaction or 
revenue growth). 

The average time of a single evaluation, based on the data 
gathered by this experiment, is 14.01 seconds (SD = 36.47) per 
evaluation.  

C. Study C 
In the last case study, where participants had knowledge and 

experience with usability inspections, the items with the best 
result were items 6 and 8, both with median of 1, showing a 
consensus among the participants that the tool was consistent 
and not problematic to use (see Table XII). The results suggest 
a good perceived level of usability of the tool, because the 
smallest median of the questions with reverse-scored was 2 and 
for the other questions it was 4.  

The results regarding the ease of completing and the amount 
of time for each of the tasks are presented in Table XIII. The 
overall median was quite similar that for Study B, suggesting 
that all the main functionalities of the value tool are easy to 
operate and do not require much time. In Study C, the overall 



satisfaction with the amount of time to complete the tasks in the 
Evaluate screen also received a median of 5. 

TABLE XII.  STUDY C - SUS QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

# Items Median 

1 I think that I would like to use this tool frequently 4 

2 I found the tool unnecessarily complex 2 

3 I thought the tool was easy to use 4 

4 I think that I would need the support of a technical 
person to be able to use this tool 2 

5 I found the various functions in this tool were well 
integrated 4 

6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this 
tool 1 

7 I would imagine that most people would learn to 
use this tool very quickly 4 

8 I found the tool very problematic to use 1 

9 I felt very confident using the tool 4 

10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get 
going with this tool 2 

TABLE XIII.  STUDY C - ASSESSMENT OF INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP TASKS 

Items Median 
I was satisfied with the ease of completing this task using 
the VALUE Tool Evaluate screen. 4 

I was satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete 
the task using the Evaluate screen. 5 

I was satisfied with the ease of completing this task using 
the Dashboard screen. 4 

I was satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete 
the task using the Dashboard screen. 4 

I was satisfied with the ease of completing this task using 
the Final Decision screen. 4 

I was satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete 
the task using the Final Decision screen. 4 

 

D. Discussion 
An important point to note while analyzing the median 

score for the SUS Questionnaire’s answers (see Tables VIII, X 
and XII) is that items 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 are reverse-scored. The 
odd items are phrased positively while the even items are 
negative phrases. It is done this way to avoid extreme response 
bias. Even though some studies [12] suggests the alternate tone 
in the SUS Questionnaire does more harm than good, in these 
three studies we observed a consistency in participants’ 
responses. 

The statement “I found the tool very problematic to use” 
appeared in all three studies as one of the highest median. As it 
is reverse-scored (1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree), 
and with such a low mean it suggests the tool already provided 
a smooth experience for the end-user. 

The analysis of the qualitative data provided by some of the 
participants in the comments section of the post-task 
questionnaire, suggested that some of the participants felt the 
dashboard visualizations were difficult to interpret. The reason 
of the perceived complexity might be associated with their lack 
of experience in value-based decision-making, and also the 

range of different types of visualizations provided in the 
Dashboard. In addition to the numerical data, participants could 
also leave comments about their experience using the tool. The 
following comments can support their thinking: 

• “It was clear, however more information about 
analyzing the graphs is beneficial”. 

• “Without guide, it will take some time to figure out the 
functions and the process of transfer ‘ongoing’ to 
‘analyze’ is not obvious, it will take some time to learn 
how to operate”. 

• “Some graphs bring challenges to be compared and 
analyzed well”. 

This last bullet point brought up an issue that can be 
addressed via some training, or a short tutorial. As part of the 
study we wanted the participants to explore the tool by 
themselves trying to complete the tasks in the tasks script, 
without showing them where to click and how to reach the 
desired results (e.g. add a rationale in the tool, compare two 
features in the dashboard). 

Analyzing the comments left by the participants in all the 
three studies, some general issues were found. Some of the 
participants missed a save button in the evaluation screen (Fig. 
3). Following, some of the comments: 

• “Save button for evaluation would be good”. 
• “Tell me you have saved my decision”. 
• “At first I didn't save my evaluation”. 
This issue can easily be addressed by adding a “placebo save 

button” to the screen, as the evaluations are already saved on 
each of the user’s interaction with the screen. A save button 
would then be added just to make the user feel safe. 

The medians calculated from the questions related to the 
tasks executed by the participants during the experiment (Tables 
IX, XI and XII) suggests that for the most important 
functionalities of the tool that is, Evaluation screen, Dashboard 
and Final Decision screen, are easy to operate and requires a low 
amount of time. 

E. Threats to Validity 
In terms of threats to the validity of this research, the major 

issue was with the selection of subjects, as we used a convenient 
sample in all three studies, i.e., the university’s graduate and 
Ph.D. students. The reason why we used students instead of 
practitioners was threefold: (i) our industrial partners are very 
busy and always working under time pressure; (ii) it is hard to 
arrange a meeting with a significant number of stakeholders to 
participate in a case study, as it demands almost 2 hours; (iii) we 
wanted to make the tool ready before they take it into use. 

Regarding the construct validity of the case studies, we tried 
to minimize the possible issues adapting the SUS Questionnaire 
as suggested by [10] and [11], as no participant was a native 
English speaker and all the questionnaires were presented in 
English. Also the alternate tone in questions in the SUS 
Questionnaire is demonstrated to cause more confusions in the 
participants’ answers than actually avoiding highly biased 
answers [12]. Even though the results cannot be generalized, the 
trends in the three case studies shows a good overall level of 
perceived usability by its users. 



 

 
Fig. 3 - Evaluation Screen of the VALUE tool 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper three usability studies of the value tool were 

presented. The value tool was co-created with the participation 
of three software companies. The goal of the tool is to assist 
companies in the software domain to make a paradigm shift 
towards value-based decision-making, providing means to 
explicitly represent stakeholders’ value considerations and also 
providing a mechanism to conduct meetings using the tool. 

Based on the individual SUS items’ medians, the strength in 
its usability is related to the tool being consistent and not being 
problematic to use. The weaknesses of its usability are related to 
unnecessary complexity. A way to tackle this problem is 
investing in training and providing help material before taking 
the tool into use. For the companies starting to use the tool, we 
have organized workshops using data from real 
products/projects. During the workshops we guide the 
stakeholders assisting them through all the steps in the tool, from 
individual assessment, dashboard analysis, how to interpret the 
data and how to record their final decisions. 

Even though the SUS does not provide a diagnostic for the 
usability problems identified by its analysis, the comments left 
by the participants gave good insights on how to address some 
of the issues raised Several interface enhancements were done 
based on the participants’ experience with the tool. 

Using the qualitative data provided by the participants 
during the studies we learn that: 

• The user interface of the evaluation screen (individual 
assessment) was smooth and comfortable to use. 

• Even though the dashboard is visual clear and readable, 
some graphs bring challenge to be properly analyzed 
without guidance. 

• The final decision screen is easy to use and self-
explanatory. Also no participant had difficult using the 
screen to record the meeting decision. 

• The “add rationale” functionality was not clear for a 
significant number of participants, needing more 
clarifications in the tool. 

• Many participants stated that the tool helped reaching a 
fast consensus on the decisions 

Also important to note that the main goal of these studies 
was to assess the usability of the value tool, as it plays an 
important role towards technology adoption. The results shown 
herein suggest that no major problem was identified. However, 
more empirical studies are needed, and planned to be take place 
as part of our future work in order to assess further the tool’s 
usability.  
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